Your recycling

ur recycling
Checklist
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KickStart Breakfast takes recycling and environment awareness seriously. We ask
you to take the time to become familiar with our recycling process and ensure we
use this checklist to make sure that we take care of our environment, by recycling all the
all do our part to care for the environment.

ers and boxes that you use for your KickStart Breakfast Club.
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The big cardboard cases that contain the 12 x boxes of Sanitarium Weet-Bix

• The big cardboard cases that contain the 12 x boxes of Sanitarium Weet-BixTM

The empty Weet-Bix boxes

• The empty Weet-BixTM boxes
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ycling Your Empty Milk Packs

Recycling Your Empty Milk Packs
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A larger 240 litre recycling bin – this is for putting the

• Recyclable bin liners to line the inside of the 80 		
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lose to where your KickStart Breakfast is served.
Where should you place the bins?
Please put the large 240 litre bin in the place that has been agreed with the Anchor milkman.

• Place the smaller 80 litre bin in a place that’s easy to access, close to where your KickStart

o collect the recycling.
Breakfast club is located.

o you need•to
do large
with 240
the empty
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Your
litre bin Anchor
needs to Milk
be kept
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can be easily accessed by your AnchorTM Milk team on their next visit to collect your recycling.

SY STEPS:

in any milk so that the milk pack is completely empty, then rinse it out with water.

’d prefer you to fold the empty pack (like we show you in the Recycling Guide) – but at a

imum, please make sure you flatten it.

en place the folded or flattened milk pack in the lined 80 litre bin for recycling.

ce the bin is full, remove the bin liner bag.

Guide

to recycling
Follow these four steps to correctly prepare your
AnchorTM 1L milk packs for recycling.

1

2

Once empty, rinse out the milk
pack with water, swirling around
to grab all milk residue. Rinse
and keep the lid open.

3

Fully flatten the milk packs with
the spout facing towards you, so
all of the air escapes before you
seal the lid and milk pack shut.

Peel back the triangle flaps from
the top of the milk pack.

4

Place the flattened milk pack into
your lined recycling bin.

Guide

to stacking &
milk pack care
Follow the process below to ensure your
milk is stacked correctly.
REMEMBER
• If another delivery arrives before you have used all the milk from your first 		
delivery, make sure you stack it separately
• Use all the milk from each delivery before you start on the new pile

2

1

‘BEST BEFORE’ information is
located on the side of the pack.

Check the ‘BEST BEFORE’ date on
the milk pack and use the pack
with the earliest date first.

Make sure you can see the ‘BEST
BEFORE’ date when stacking.

3

To make sure your milk boxes
don’t fall over, stack them using
the interlock system. For safety,
it’s best not to stack them more
than five cases high.

4

If you find a box is damaged or
leaking, move it from your pile,
and place it to one side with a
note saying, ‘do not consume’.
Call your Anchor milk team for a
replacement.

